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Generalized Class of Estimators of Finite

Population Mean Using Multi-auxiliary Information
When Pairwise Correlation Coefficients are known

\
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Introdueiion

The problem of estimation of finite population mean or total of
\ a main variable y using auxUiary information based on the variable
\ X has been considered by many authors in survey sampling.
I Srlvastava amd Jhajj [J. ]defined a class ofestimators for estimating
I the population mean Y by using information on auxUiaiy variable x

in the form of known population mean and population variance of
^ ) auxiliary variable. Srlvastava and Jhajj [2] extended the class of

estimators defined by them [1] to the case when information on
population mean and population variance of more than one
auxiliaiy variable is available.

Sometimes, the information of population correlation
coefficients between each pair of the auxiliary variables is also
available in addition to the knowledge of its population mean.ci and
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Summaiy
Srlvastava and Jhajj [2] have defined a class of estimators of the

population mean utilising Information on population means as well as
population variances of p (p > 1) auxlllaiy variables. In the present paper,
the authors have extended this class to Include information on palnvlse
correlation coefficients. The estimators of the class Involve unknown
constants whose optlmimi values depend upon unknown population
parameters. It is shown that when these population parameters are
replaced by their consistent estimators, the resulting estimators have
the same asymptotic mean square error. An expression by which the
mean square error of such estimators Is smaller than those which use
only population means and population variances of the auxiliary
variables Is also obtained.
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population variances. In such a situation, the class of estimators,
defined by Srivastava and Jhajj [2] is generalised in which
information on population means, population variances and
population correlation coeflBcients between each pair of the p (p> 1)
auxiliary variables is used. Asymptotic expression for the mean
square error of any estimator of the class and also its minimum
value is obtained. This minimum value is attaiiied for optimum
values of the constants in the estimator which depend on unknown
population parameters. When these population parameters are
replaced by their consistent estimators, the resulting estimators are
shown to have the same asymptotic mean square error. An
expression by which this asymptotic mean square is smaller than
that of the estimators which use only the known population means
and population variances of the aiixiliaiy variable is also obtained.

2. Notations and Results

Let xi, X2 be p variables having known pairwise
correlation coefiicients, mesms and variances. The values of the
study variable y and auxiliary variable Xi (i = 1,2 p) on the j-th
unit of the population are denoted by Yj and Xy (j = 1, 2 N)
respectively and the corresponding small letters denoted the values
in the sample. Assume that a simple random sample of size n is
drawn from the given finite population of size N. Write

y-iiy
1=1 1-1 .

n N

j=i >1

I <yj-50^ (Y,- Y)=

^ i I
n

Sik =^ 2 (Xij- Xj) (Xkj- Xk): i=^ k
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Nil 5! (Yj- Y)(Xij- XO

J=i

Sol S,
^01 ~ Q Q Pol =
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So Si So Si

c - — r

Wap(i)= ^ Y)" (Xto- X/
m=l

J). = N 2 (Xjm - Xj)P
m°l

1 N _ _ _
^^apv(i.j)= N 2 (Ym- Ynx^- Xif (Xj^- X/

m»i

1 _ _ _t^aPv (i- j. k) = ^ - Xi)" (Xjn, - X/ (Xi^ - Xuy
m=l

1 _ _ _

tiaPY5 (i. j. k. 1) =̂ 2! (Xjm- ^if (Xkm" Xk)^ (X^n- Xif

(i)

m=l

1^20^ (i) ^^2^ (i)

t^qpg. j)Kp (i. j) =
(i) 0)
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/j j) -

i fi i M l^aPvC '̂j- k)

! ^ r- • 1. n HaBv6(i. j. k. 1)?^aPv5 (1. J. K, 1) ^p/2 ^5/2 (j)

obviously,

>^ii(i)= Pio and Xn Xi. j)= Pij

Though the following results could be obtained for any population
size, for the sake of simplicily, assume that n is small as compared
to N so that f.p.c. terms are ignored.

Define

Ui

Vi

and

Wi

X,

S?

i= 1. 2,

i= 1, 2,

3j,i+ k

i=

J-l

a-i)p+i-21
j-i

a-i)p+i-;S 1+1 , -jp-2^
1=0 1=0 1=0

j = 1.2.

k= 1. 2.

1^1.

. P-j-

Let u, Vand ,w denote the column vectors formed by three sets
of elements ui, U2 Up : vi, va Vp and wi, W2 Wp,
respectively, andzdenotes thecolumn vector ofp' elements Ui, U2,
. . ., Up ; vi. V2. . Vp and wj, W2, . . Wp.. Where p* =2p +p' and
p' _ P(P- Superflx T over a column vector denotes the
corresponding row vector.
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Defining

O
n 0 11

Z
Y

1

E
l=

Ui-
1 i=1.
2

61=Vi-
1 i=1.
2

..
p

T1l
=Wi-

1 i=1.
2

,..
-P'

and

^ = (ei. £2 Ep). 6^ = (6i. 62 6p)

n'̂ = (ill. 112 Tip.) . 0'̂ = (£ : ^ : yf)

We have

E(6o) = 0 . E(ei) = E(6i) = 0 i=1.2 p

E(tii)= 0 i=l,2 p'

E(6S) = i d

E(6o 81) =^ ai i=1, 2 p

E(6o 61) =-^ bi i=1. 2 p

E(6o Til) =^ qj. i' =1.2 p'

E(ei El') =^ eji' i, i' =1, 2. .... p

E(ei 61) = ~ fu' i, i' = 1, 2 p

E(ei Til') =^ mu' i=l,2 p
i' = 1. 2 p'

and upto terms of order n ^
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E(6i 8,) =^ hji.

E(6iTi,)=

E(t1i Til') = - Ww

i, i' = 1,2. . . .. p

i= 1.2 p

i' = 1.2 p'

i. i' = 1,2,

where

eu' = pu' Ci Ci' ; bj = >^12 /(i)Co

hn' = X22 (i. i') - 1

^111 (j- j- j+ k)

3-1 = Pol. Co Q

fu' = Xi2 (i, i') Q

^111 (j- j+ k) Co
qi' =

ku'

Pj.j+k ,

(j.j.j+k)

Pj.j+k

i'=

- 1

i= 1, 2,

a-i)p+i-2;i
1=0

Ulu' =
Pj.j+k

. p

J-1 J-1

a-i)p+i-;^i[+i

p-j

1=0

j = 1. 2 p-1 . k= 1, 2

?^iiii G- j+ k, j', j'+ k')
Wy. =

Pj.j+k Pj'.j'+k'
•- 1

1=

J-1

(j-i)p+i-2;i
1=0

J-1 •

O-Dp-E^
1=0

.+1

J

1
1=0

P-j

jP-Ei

j = 1.2, p-1 , k=l,2.

j'-i j'-i

O'-Dp+l+Jl
1=0

O'-Dp+l-Jl
1=0

j' = 1.2.

In matrix notations, we have

1^1, k' = 1.2.

.+1.

IH'

jp-2^
1=0

1=0
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E(^ = E© = E(ti) = O

E(6oe)= ^a. E(6o ^=^b, E(6o2l)=

E(e e^) =^E, E(e 6^) =^F, E(e ^M

£(6 6^)= E(6ti'')= ^K. E(nTi'')=
where the vectors

£= (ai. a2 ap), b'̂ = (bj, bg bp). gi^= (qi, qg qpO

and the matrices

E = [eji'lpxp . F = [fii'lpxp

H =. [hji'lpjq) . M = [mji'lpxp'

K = [kii'lpxp' < W = [wii']p'3£p'

Above results may be written as

E(6o0)= ^d . E(0 0^)=
n

b'

_ F

F"" H

where the vector

and the matrix

(a''

E

D =

a')

M

K

M'^ W

which is assumed to be positive delBnLte.

3. The class ofestimators

In this section, the class of estimators defined by Srivastava and
Jhajj [2J is extended to the case in which information on pairwlse
correlation coefficients py ( 1 < j = 1, 2 p) .is also used. Since
Sjj = Pij SjSj, if pij. Sj and Sj are known then Sy is known.

Whatever the sample chosen, let z be assuming values in a
closedconvex subset R. ofthe p* dimensional real space containing
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63

the point e = e ^ , the column vector of p' unit elements. Let

g(u, V, be a function of (u, v, ^ such that

g(ei. eg) = g(^ = 1 (3.1)

and which is continuous and bounded having continuous and
bounded first and second order partial derivatives in R.

The class of estimators is defined by

Yg = y g(u. v, w) = y g(z) (3.2)

To find the bias and mean square error ofyg, expand the functiofi
about the point e in the second order Taylor's series, and obtain

yg=y g(ei, 62. 63)+ (u- ei)^(v- e2)'̂ (w- 63)^

"2- (u-ei)''(v-e2)''(w-e3)''

f- " eiV

V - §2

w -
\

&
/ .

g(^ +(z- e)Vie)+ I (Z-# g"(z')(z-^lT

g'-^(z-) : ; g<"\z-)

g<3 '̂(z-) ; ; gt-^z*)

(3.3)

where z* = e+ 0i(z-e) , 0 < 0i < 1 and g'(^ denotes the column
vector of first order partial derivatives of g(^ at the point
z = e ; g"(z') denotes the matrix of second order partial derivatives
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of g(^ with respect to Uj. Ug Up , Vj, Vg Vp, Wi, Wg Wp.
atthepointz= z'. Substituting y and z in terms of 63 and 0in(3.3),
we have

yg= Y(l+6o) 1+ f g'(e)+ g" (z*)0

1+ 60+ 0^ g' (^+ 6f g' (e)+ ^f g" (z-)0+ ^80 0" g" (z')0
(3.4)

Taking expectation and noting that g"(z') is bounded it is seen that
bias ofyg isofthe order ofn"\ Hence itscontribution to mean square
error willbe of order of The mean square error ofyg is givenby

MSE(yg) = E[yg - Y]^

E

=^Y^
n

8^ + 26o 0^ g'(^+ g'(^} 0 0'g'(e)

(^+2d^g'{^+ {g'(e)f .Dg'(e)

The mean square error (3.5) is minimised for

g'(^ = -D-'d

where

E"'(i+ fb-'fV)+ vq-'v'' ;

- [E"' FB"'-yQ-'(B-'R)''f

,-1)"(VQ

and

B = H- F'^ E-^ F

R= K-F''E-^M

G = W - M"" E"' M

•E"' fb-'-^ 'cb-'r)""] ; _VQ-'

B-'[(I+ ; -B"' RQ"

"(B-RQ-)^ . Q"

V= E"' (M-FB"'^

S= G- R'^B.-'R

(3.5)

(3.6)
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The minimum value of mean square error ofyg upto terms of order
n"' is given by

min MSEQ^g) = —[ D"' d
n

n
C^- a '̂E"' a- F^E-'a- bl B-^F'̂ E-'a- b

V'a+ a| Q'' iY'a+ (B-'R)'̂ b-a} ]

^ [C^(l-R'')- (F'̂ E-'a- B-'|F''E-'a- b

V'a+ (B-'R)V a} Q Y'a+ (B'^DVa 1
(3.7)

whereRstands forrnultiple correlationcoefficient ofyonXj. Xg Xp.
Since B and Q are positive definite the second and third term on the
right Had side of (3.7) are non negative.

On the right hsmd side of (3.7), the first term is the asymj^otic
mean, square error of the multiple linear regression estimator and
the second term gives amount ofreduction in the asymptotic mean
square error when knowledge of the population variances of the
auxiliary variables along with their means is only used. Hence third
term on the right hand side of (3.7) gives the amount of reduction
in the asymptotic mean square error when the knowledge of the
pairwise population correlation coefficients with their means and
variances of the auxiliary variables is also used.

The class of estimators (3.2) is very large. Any parametric
function g(z) such that g(e) = 1 and satisfying the conditions given
earlier can generate an estimator of the class yg.

The following functions, for example, give some simple estimators
of the class.

(i) g(z)= 1+0^(2-6)

(ii) g(z) = exp {o^ (z-e)

1
(iii) g(^

1+ (z-
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whereo^ = (aj, a^, . . .. Op-) is a vector ofp constants.Theoptimum
values of these constants are determined from conditions (3.6).
Since(3.6) containsp* equations, we have taken exactly p' constants
in defining estirnators of the class. We assume that equations(3.6)
cam be solved uniquely for the p* unknown constants in the claiss of
estimators (3.2). The optimum values ofthese constants will involve
which is function of unknown parameters. It is understood that
when these optimum values are substituted in (3.2) it no longer
remains an estimator since it involves unknown = D"^d. Let ^ be
a consistent estimator of £. If necessary in the optimum yg. we
replace by resulting an estimator y^ .

We write

yg = y g'(z. se) (3.8)

where the function g (...) is obtained from the function g(.) given at
(3.2) by replacing the unknown constants in it by the consistent
estimators of their optimum values. Then the condition (3.1) will
imply that

g*(e.2)= 1

We further assume that

_ ^
dz (e.2) dz

(e)

and

K = 0

(e. se)

(3.9)

-T.
(3.10)

(3.11)

Expanding g*(z , 2) about the point (e, 2) In a Taylor's series as, in
section III and using (3.9) to (3.11), we have

yg =y[g'(e.^+Cz-$)^ ^ +(2- se)^ ^
(e. se) (e.$)

+ second order terms
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=Y(l+6o)[l+0^^ + (se-sq)
(e-SE) (e.<E)

+ second order terms]

T d:

= Y 1+ 60 + 0^ (- ^ + second order terms (3.12)

Taking expectation and noting that 5^ is a consistent estimator
of The bias ofyg will be of order n"\ Upto terms oforder n"^ the
mean square error of yg from (3.12 )4S

MSE(yy = E[y^ - Y

,2

n
60 - 2

C^- d'̂ D-^ d"

—[C^ (1- R'') F'̂ E"' a-b^ B-'{f''E-' a-b

n

n

Y'a + b-af Q-' V'a+ a

which is same as (3.7). Hence it is concluded that if the optimum
values of constants in (3.1) are replaced by their consistent es
timators and conditions (3.10) and (3.11) hold, the resulting es
timator y| has thesameme^ squareerroruptoterms oforder n~^,
as that of optimum yg.
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